Top flexible PAYperUSE DOTMobile Watercraft Tracking launched.

**Perfect for on demand use or seasonal business**

MIAMI – (Oct. 11, 2016) - Dotando Inc. is excited to release the new PAYperUSE Start&Stop for on demand use or seasonal business, the last addition to DOTMobile Watercraft Tracking and its widely used cost-effective yearly PLAN for continuative use.

**Owners and Charter, Rental, Dealer, Marine business** can finally choose the option that best fits with their time-related needs to secure and control single or unlimited fleet of any vehicle, jetski, rib, tender, boat and yacht by remote.

**Cost-effective yearly PLAN**: low yearly cost for continuative tracking.

**Top flexible PAYperUSE Start&Stop** based on credits for on demand tracking or seasonal business. Master credits spent by asset and instantly recharge on DOTMobile WebPortal. Start when needed or at season beginning, Stop when not required or end of season.

**DOTMobile Watercraft Tracking**, the unique, top performance GPS global Tracking with:

- both WebPortal and WebApp
- Multi-map: Navionics, Google, OpenStreet, Bing
- Water resistant, plug&play BlackBox with built-in antennas
- Global SIM coverage, no matter where assets land, park or dock
- Towing, Max Speed, Panic, SOS, Geofencing push text message and e-mail Alerts to unlimited accounts
- Immobilizer, to inhibit the asset by remote in case of theft, abandonment, default borrowers or delayed loan payments

For more information: [http://www.dotmobile.eu/go/watercrafttracking](http://www.dotmobile.eu/go/watercrafttracking)

**About Dotando**

Dotando Inc. is incorporated in Miami, Florida. We at Dotando aims at creating a constantly evolving relationship in which each players, manufacturers, dealers, service and management companies, customers create real value in a single ecosystem by exploiting the power of the Internet of Things. We make our ability to monitor and manage things and people in the physical world electronically available to our customers, together with a complete offer: cloud portal, devices, connectivity and end-to-end solution.

Dotando stands for Dot And Do. Dot the position of your assets, equipment, people And this will allow you to have endless data you can collate and things you can Do to better protect your investments, improve your business and improve people safety and quality of life.

Dotando helps people and business in many industries to track, secure, control, manage and proactively maintain things and people on move:

Agriculture - Cleaning Service Providers – Containers – Fleets - Heavy Equipment - Mobile Workforce – People - Plumbers, HVAC, Electricians Companies - Snowplows, Salt Spreaders, Street Sweeping – Transportation - Waste Management - Watercraft

For more information: www.dotando.com.
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